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Abstract maintains that with good gain and phase mar_4ins
the physical system will also be stable,

, The problem ofcontrollin_ the w_riations in the Unfortuhately, the result of these uncertainties is
Rl' power system can be effectively cast as an that althoug)_themathematicalfeedbacksystemhas
application of modern control tl_eory. Two good phase and gain margins, the physical control
compancnts oi' this theory are obtaining a diodel and system could be unstable. In fact, it is well known
a feedback structure. "The model-inaccuracies that having good gain and phase margins is
influence the choice of a particular controller insufficienttom'ovep-hysicalstalSility.
structure. One can design eiti_er a variable, adaptive l)uring the past aecade, the theory of robust
controller or a fixed, rol_ust controller to achieve the control has emerged to deal with the incongruence
desired objective. 'lhc a(laptive control scheme between the mathematical and physical feedback
usually results in very complex hardware; and, stability problem. This new theory i._an extension to
therefore, shall not be pursued. In contrast, the the fouhdations laid by lh)de and" Nyquist. That is,
robust control method leads to simplified hardware, by definition, the task'of robust conl:rol is to analyze

and design a stable, high r)erfl)rmance control system
despite havinu' models with significant
uJlcert, ainties _. lt'_spossible to determine a priori the
maximum uncertainty bound beyond which no
controller can be synthesized to sta'bilize the given

ltowever, robust control requires a more accurate
mathematical model of the physical process than is
required by adaptive control. L3ur research at the ,,es
Alamos National lmboratory (l_ANl,) and the
University of New Mexico (UNM) has led to the
developm_;nt and implementation era new RIi tx)wer system.
t'eedback system.. In this paper, we report on our l_obust control is subdivided into two concepts;
researehp_ogress. In section one, the ro'bust control robust stability, and robust performance. Optimal
problem for the RF power system and the philosophy state-feedback is one teel by which to achieve robust
adopted for the beginning phase of our research i's stability, there are also output-feedback stability
presented, in section two, the results of our proof-of: robustness meth(,ds _'_, No complete synthesize
principle experiments are presented. In section technique currently exists for the robust oerformance
t,hree, we describe the actual controller configuration problem and is an open research topic. We decided to

_;t__:i_i!i_d__tOetit!_.i!!!!_e:i_d_ii!,:hd_r:d,ili_ pursue the state-feedback concept because of its

l t,heoretical results of infinite forward gain margin, -
. 6dh reverse gain margin, 60 o phase margin, and

| *,l ' ." g, =.... g. nonlinear staSility margin.

l)hilosophy of Robustness State Feed back

In order to synthesize a control architecture for l_xperlmental selection of a state tollows from
RF systems, a mathematical model must be its basicdefinition: the state of a dynamic system is
developed. _Ihis requires measuring the gain- the smallest set of physical variables such that the
bandwMth characteristics of the RF amplifiers and knowledge of these _;ariables, together with the
the accelerators. Accompanying each of these input, determine the systems behavior. Since we

measurements is a degree ot'unc'ertaBnty, The causes wish to control the electric fields in the accelerator,oi' these errors are the nonlinearilies in the device which are produced by the rf power flowing tnt() the
under test and the lack of' precision in the accelerator, the mint,:nal set is formed by the output
measurement, l lowever, calibrating the diagnostic of each of the amplifiers and accelerator, lnclu(ll'ng
equipment and then carefully' characterizing ali the internal amplifier physical variables would be more
individual subsystems in the :amplifier chain can be a than sufficient, and h'ence would fiJrm a nonminimal
time eonsumin_and nonrewarding task. lndeed, you set. These outputs or states then determine tile
could spend more time expla.ining errors between behav!orofthesystem.
different measurements rather t-hen designing a lhc methods investigated were a pole
t'eedback system with the imperfect knowledge you placement design and an op-t;imal state-feedback
already possess. . design with its stability robustness properties, in

An additional uncertainty exists for control addition, all dynamic edntrol devices were discarded,
designers of particle accelerators - the beam. If you leaving only the amplifier chain(l'ig. 1). Both the

amplifiers and the accelerator were modeled as first-
view the accelerator as a resonant structure wit'h a order !ew-pass equivalent filters.definable 'Q', and view the beam as an impedance,
from beam-loading to no beam-.Ioading (or from , 'lhc uncertainty enters the model whenmeasuring the -3db bandwidth points and trying to

fit this data to a first-order filter. This was done inbeam-loading variations), there will be a

_hePerturbati°n"poles"ofinthetheaccelerator'Q'' Therefore,moveduringaroundOperatiOninthe order to t esearch the simplest model achievable !.hat
..... would still retain feedback system accuracy, lhccomplex plane, lhc traditional theory of control

deals with precise mathematical models and low-passequiv_leney retains generalitybecduse theconl;rol system bandwidth ari:;es from the
demodulated version of each signal, lhc r, driver

................................ and the accelerator have n()rmdl, smooth f'requenc, v
WorkSUl)imrted by Ix)sAlal,ms National I,ab(,rutory transfer functions. I Iowever, the klystron does n()l_.

ll)stitutional SUl)l),)rt.illg I¢.esearch, ut_der the aUSl)i(:c,s oi'the ]ts gain-['reqtlency ct|rye iu asylnlneLric. Beh)w tl_e
United States l)el)artmc'nt oiEnergy, center frequency, the gain rol loft rate is less than it is
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Fig, 1 State l%edback Controller.

above the center Frequency, For frequencies close to
the center (1.3 GHz :t- 4 Mllz) the gaip,-_'.rve is flat, Fig. 4. Closed-loop phase
The resultant nominal model without beam-loading variation with
disturbance is given by beamloading. 5 mV anti 20

- - lasec per division.

ol [oj0cL_,'dt = 0 -40,25 1 x +

0 0 - 7,7 5.7x 10' u ,

y:=ll 0 ()Ix,

Fig. 5. Closed-loop
with uncertainty entering the A matrix and b vector amplitude variation with
as beamloading. 100 mV and'

20 psec per division.

I [±,14 1 0 , 0 ,

gA = 0 +_1.5 1 ,Sb= 0
0 0 ±2.1 + 1,7x 10 5

' energy That'"
Beam loading is a disturbance which induces plant r_ erve and _s] a small r implies a large powerarge entry in 14 implies small
parameter variations in the nominal model. .aeviati_ns in that state.

With simple e!genwtlue assig_ment to,[-6.28, The optimal control feedback gains were
-40.2,-7.71 the Feedback gains were -77 dbt-97 -73db_ -69db_ and -40 db for kl, ]¢2, and k3,
dh, and --ll6 db For kl, k2, and k3 respecttvely, respectively, l_lgures 6 and 7 show these results
lhere gains include the coupling coefficients From
the accelerator, and directional couplers, Pole
placement does not try to optimize the feedback
system. 'I hereFore, eigenmode assignment resulted
in some states wlt.h no feedback, lhd residual
accelerator field fluctuations were less than 0.02%,
but droop across the pulse was significant. Figures2
through S depict open-loop versus closed-loop with
beam-loading disturbance.



without beanlloadinl._, The /)hase margin was r..._, ,,_ .
measured to be 75°. '['lm in_ni{e gain Inargin of an ]-t o. _.:_ .._'--{_j_,_._, L) .,

• idea] IX-_Rdesign is destroyed by i'l_u fact that ew:ry J.............. ) I.¥,-I ._,,, .......,.A"- ,
loop has somefinite time dela,_' a,_ociated with it, _ :w .]. ,,. -_. ,,,. -. .... , . ,#

different Q's and ,'s will result in different feedback [,:J=;'=- i I [,_] 1],1 I_,I[T7'_°
t.'}1esystem in order to determine if the gains make

sense, Once you determine the boundary or sensible "_" -.... .__gains; h(,wever, the algorithn), will automatically i
(-letermine wha'c gains are best' for a given , "............................... "

constraint,feedbackmicrowovelengths,In Figureatloops1.3attenuators.Gllz.are1. the, used' 'lhe' thleeto'Pl:m, gainsnegate,phasemanualare theshiftersactuallyphasevariousshifterinfixed.linethe [..F:?.:'/[' 7_7]c _' _....t....':"!"',_1__..:t_ ................. '" ........... ' ....... ...................... "; I#2 is used irt order to ensure negative feedback. Thesumn,e," is a passive, 180 °, hybrid combiner. The I ,:'COMH;7 !
manual pha_,e shifter #1 and variable attenuator F'.'.c_t-t.A'°4
are used to r,pe,'imentally set the correct reference ,.':_.7:1..-'.._..."_.'..... '
Input. -............................................................................................................................................:

Frequency-shaped State-feed back

The normal state-feedback cannot frequency Fig, 8. "P-l"Stat ma I
shape the control system. As seen in the above I|
results, the I)roporbom_l-der,v,tlve control did not &produce a hig'h enough gain controller to correct for _',_,._,_ _-,_..... , ........ ,_
low frequency disturbances, llowever, this negative _ _'"'_: 2_ii-i_
result was _ot without its merits. 'lhere was a ",,,_...,, _,

,,.a,<, i,,_,._ _ ..,_._significant reduction in the medium to high
frequency noise a_,d a large unity-gain bandwidth
(---,_50 khz). The task now bee'ame to design a
controller which would preserve this noise

erforman('e yet improve the low frequency
isturba_ce reiection. The explanation for how the

opt"mal conti'oller works is easily seen in the
frequency domain, lt synthesizes a closed-loop
sysf, em that possasses a proper (relative degree I_Jl_JI_l_
identically equal _o one) "l/s"-like loop transfer
function. This is why the controller yields such large
stability margins. In order to improve low frequency
response, proportional gain must be increased.
llowever, eventually tFme delay and klystron
saturation preclude any further increase in gain.
Because power and bandwidth are related, the unity-
gain bandwidth is ultimately limited by the klytron's
reserve power. Fig. 9, Open-loop phase variation with

If the original physical system does not possess .t)eamloading. 5 mV and 20 psec per division.
an integrator _n ttie-loop transfer function then, as in
the tra_litional feedback method, an integral state
must be augmented to the system. Phys]'cally this
configuration is shown in Fig. 8. The ll[gh Q pillbox
cavity, in the outer loop approximates an integrator
directly at R.I4. An.alternative to the cavity is a
resonaiat SAW device. The equations which describe
this "1'.1.1)." controller is given by

X A 0 b= X + a

" z E' 0 j o

y=FX

where z defines the integrator state.

I ,gures 9 through 12 dep,ct open- loop versus closed-
loop performav.ce. OptimizatJon proceeds precisely
the same wa)/ as t)efbre. With this new feedback
system, the "results todate are 0.25% amplitude
(fro(q), 0.03% amplitude noise, 0.2 ° phase droop, and
0.02' phase noise. Fig. 10. Open. Ioopa plitude variation with

b(.,_iml()ading, i O0 m_ _a_,d 20 tasec per division.



50% and wilh a I_ain of25 this results in a 2% steady-._late error I_or l'_El, operation it is far more
i1_:_nortant fi_r the noise properties and transient error
to foe well controlled and to tolerate a small steady-
state error. I_uture research will directed at reducingi_his error lt is e×oected that with a pillbox cavity

greater titan ,30,060, the steady-state error will" bereduced belo_ sif_nificance,
,hase variation with There are three ma.ior advantages of this new

psec per division, approach. 'the first is sigl_ificant reduction on energy
' sl)read and energy slew, The second is the greatly

reduced t,ardware, The third is that the feedback

gains are.imple_nented using only passive elements.,
• _ With tl_eemT_hasisof robust control guiding the
design of the feedback system, the synthesise
technique yiel(!cd stable cointrol systems, l_.obust
stability and performance ou:out f6edbaek methods
will be the subject of fut_lre ext)eriments,

Reference
Fig. 12. Closed-loop amplitude variation with
beamloading, 100 mV and 20 psec per division l, "Robust Control", Ed, P. Dorato, _,_EE Press,

1987,

_t :t_Conclusion 2, Recent Advances on Robust Control", Ld. P.

The first ohase of our control research at lANL l)orato, IEEE Press, 1990,
and UNM has [_een completed. Our effort, has yielded
a new controller w_th very low nmse properties and
large bandwidths, The beam-loading at, the FEL is
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